Secondary pigmentary glaucoma in patients with underlying primary pigment dispersion syndrome
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Abstract: Primary pigment dispersion syndrome (PPDS) is a bilateral condition that occurs in anatomically predisposed individuals. PPDS may evolve into pigmentary glaucoma, but it is difficult to predict which patients will progress. Secondary pigment dispersion is more often unilateral and acquired as a result of surgery, trauma, or intraocular tumor, but can likewise lead to pigmentary glaucoma. We report two cases of patients with bilateral PPDS who developed secondary pigment dispersion and pigmentary glaucoma in one eye. Patients with PPDS who acquire a secondary mechanism of pigment dispersion may be at an increased risk of progression to pigmentary glaucoma, presumably due to an increased burden of liberated pigment. In addition to regular surveillance for progression to glaucoma from PPDS, secondary causes of pigmentary dispersion in these eyes should be considered when patients present with grossly asymmetric findings. When secondary pigment dispersion is identified in eyes with PPDS, we recommend prompt intervention to alleviate the cause of secondary pigment dispersion and/or aggressive control of intraocular pressure to limit glaucomatous damage.
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Introduction

Primary pigment dispersion syndrome (PPDS) is a clinical entity defined by excessive pigment liberation from the iris. PPDS is typically bilateral and affects young, myopic males. Classic anterior segment findings include pigment deposition on the corneal endothelium (Krukenberg spindle), dense pigmentation of the trabecular meshwork (TM), and mid-peripheral iris transillumination defects.1,2 A characteristic concave iris configuration has also been described, which is thought to facilitate pigment release through increased iridozonular contact.3,4 Over time, chronic pigment release can lead to elevated intraocular pressure and frank pigmentary glaucoma. The rate of progression to pigmentary glaucoma among patients with PPDS has been reported at 10%-50%,2,5-8 with a prospective trial showing that the intraocular pressure (IOP) at presentation is a key risk factor for progression.8

Unlike PPDS, secondary pigment dispersion typically occurs in patients without any anatomic or structural predisposition. There is no age or gender predilection and the disease is often unilateral. Mechanisms of secondary pigment dispersion include iris chaffing from an intraocular lens (IOL), pigment shedding from an intraocular melanoma or other neoplasm, and chronic mydriatic therapy.9-11 Secondary pigment dispersion therefore encompasses a variety of pathologies that share a final common pathway of excessive pigment liberation. Regardless of the underlying cause, patients with secondary pigment dispersion may also progress to pigmentary glaucoma.
Although PPDS and secondary pigment dispersion have previously been construed as two distinct entities, we present two cases that demonstrate the development of secondary pigment dispersion and pigmentary glaucoma in patients with underlying PPDS. To our knowledge, the coexistence of secondary pigment dispersion in an eye with PPDS has not previously been reported. In light of the significant visual morbidity posed by pigmentary glaucoma, we believe it is important to alert treating ophthalmologists that when secondary pigment dispersion occurs in eyes with PPDS, it may hasten progression to pigmentary glaucoma.

**Description of cases**

**Case 1**
A 54-year-old Caucasian male presented to our institution as a new patient. His past ocular history was significant for high myopia and routine cataract extraction with IOL implantation in the right eye at age 46. The IOL became dislocated after the patient sustained a fall at age 53, and he subsequently underwent placement of a scleral-fixated three-piece IOL. The patient presented to our office approximately 1 year after this procedure and complained only of chronically decreased vision bilaterally. Best-corrected visual acuity was 20/60 in the right eye and 20/100 in the unoperated left eye. IOP was 46 mmHg in the right eye and 17 mmHg in the left. Slit-lamp examination was significant for bilateral Krukenberg spindles, but did not reveal any corneal edema. Gonioscopy showed 3+ homogenous pigmentation of the TM in both eyes by the Spaeth grading system with otherwise open angles and a markedly concave iris configuration bilaterally. No angle recession was noted. The right eye demonstrated a quiet anterior chamber with marked iridotonia, but no pseudophacodonesis. The right eye also showed patchy transillumination defects throughout the iris stroma with intermittent pupil capture of the IOL optic (Figure 1A–C). The left iris showed mid-peripheral transillumination defects in the superotemporal quadrant. Ultrasound biomicroscopy confirmed the concave iris configuration, as well as apposition of the iris with the IOL (Figure 1D). The left eye revealed a mature nuclear sclerotic cataract without phacodonesis.

The right optic nerve demonstrated advanced cupping and pallor compared to the left (Figure 2A and B). Automated Humphrey visual field testing showed marked generalized depression in the right eye and a relatively full field in the left (Figure 2C and D). IOP-lowering therapy was initiated in the right eye with topical brimonidine/timolol and travoprost, which reduced the IOP to 13 mmHg.

**Case 2**
Case 2 is a 55-year-old Caucasian male with no relevant past medical history who presented to our institution as an urgent referral with elevated IOP in the left eye. His past ocular history was significant for high myopia and an iris nevus of the left eye diagnosed at age 19. IOP at presentation was 19 mmHg in the right eye and 50 mmHg in the left. Slit-lamp examination was significant for bilateral Krukenberg spindles, but did not reveal any corneal edema. Gonioscopy showed 3+ homogenous pigmentation of the TM in both eyes by the Spaeth grading system with otherwise open angles and a markedly concave iris configuration bilaterally. No angle recession was noted. The right eye demonstrated a quiet anterior chamber with marked iridotonia, but no pseudophacodonesis. The right eye also showed patchy transillumination defects throughout the iris stroma with intermittent pupil capture of the IOL optic (Figure 1A–C). The left iris showed mid-peripheral transillumination defects in the superotemporal quadrant. Ultrasound biomicroscopy confirmed the concave iris configuration, as well as apposition of the iris with the IOL (Figure 1D). The left eye revealed a mature nuclear sclerotic cataract without phacodonesis.

The right optic nerve demonstrated advanced cupping and pallor compared to the left (Figure 2A and B). Automated Humphrey visual field testing showed marked generalized depression in the right eye and a relatively full field in the left (Figure 2C and D). IOP-lowering therapy was initiated in the right eye with topical brimonidine/timolol and travoprost, which reduced the IOP to 13 mmHg.

**Figure 1** The right eye of case 1 demonstrates intermittent pupil capture of the IOL optic. The optic is initially behind the pupil (A), but becomes intermittently captured after a single blink (B). Postdilation slit-lamp photograph shows patchy transillumination defects with the superior IOL haptic and optic edge now visible (C). Ultrasound biomicroscopy (D) shows a concave I configuration and contact between the I and the IOL during PC.

**Abbreviations:** IOL, intraocular lens; I, iris; PC, pupil capture.
pupil without iris transillumination defects, a quiet anterior chamber, and pigment deposition on the posterior capsule of the crystalline lens (Scheie stripe; Figure 3). The left eye showed a clear cornea and deep anterior chamber with 2+ pigmented cells (16–25 per high power field). The left eye also showed a darker overall iris color and an inferotemporal pigmented iris mass (Figure 4A). Gonioscopy revealed open angles in both eyes with 3+ uniform pigmentation of the TM in the right eye by the Spaeth grading system. The left eye showed 4+ pigmentation in the superior, nasal, and temporal quadrants with extremely heavy pigmentation inferiorly (Figure 4B); both irides were noted to have a markedly concave configuration. The left optic nerve showed marked cupping compared to the right eye with a dense inferior arcuate scotoma on automated visual field testing (Figure 5A–D).

Ocular oncologic evaluation supported a benign iris nevus in the left eye based on ultrasound biomicroscopy appearance and transillumination. Additionally, serial photographs of the lesion failed to show any growth. Topical ocular antihypertensive therapy was initiated, but failed to achieve an adequately low IOP. The patient therefore underwent implantation of a glaucoma drainage implant with good postoperative IOP control.

Discussion
Sugar and Barbour first described pigmentary glaucoma in 1949 in their report of two patients with marked TM pigmentation, iris transillumination defects, and elevated IOP. These findings were later described to be secondary to a posterior bowing of the iris and increased pigment liberation from iridozonular contact. Secondary pigment dispersion can result from a variety of causes (trauma, surgery, intraocular tumor), as demonstrated in the cases above; however, the end result is still excessive pigment liberation that can lead to pigmentary glaucoma.

Case 1 illustrates a patient with Krukenberg spindles, heavy pigmentation of the TM, and a concave iris insertion consistent with bilateral PDS, but with glaucomatous damage and increased severity of pigment liberation in the eye with the scleral-fixated IOL. The patchy iris transillumination defects differ from the classic mid-peripheral spoke-like defects seen in classic PPDS, and thus suggest additional pigment chaffing from the IOL rubbing against the posteriorly bowed iris. The preservation of a concave iris insertion in patients with PPDS even after cataract surgery has been previously reported. Furthermore, ultrasound biomicroscopy imaging confirmed both apposition of the iris and IOL during pupillary capture (Figure 1D), and the absence of...
pseudophakic pupillary block, as the angle is not occluded by peripheral iris. Additionally, as the patient was asymptomatic and the eye was quiet, the elevated IOP is more likely attributable to a chronic elevation, as seen in pigmentary glaucoma rather than an acute rise, as would be seen with a pseudophakic pupillary block. There were no inflammatory or red blood cells to suggest a uveitis–glaucoma–hyphema syndrome picture, which can also occur with IOLs placed in the ciliary sulcus.

The patient in case 2 had bilaterally increased, though asymmetric, pigmentation of the TM and concave iris insertions with a Scheie stripe in the right eye, again supporting the diagnosis of underlying PPDS. However, only the left eye developed frank pigmentary glaucoma. The source of presumed secondary pigment dispersion in this case was an iris nevus (Figure 4A); active pigment shedding was evidenced by the presence of pigmented cells in the anterior chamber on several visits, despite the lack of dilation or other provocative factors such as recent exercise. It is also notable that the patient was asymptomatic with a quiet left eye despite an IOP of 50 mmHg, again suggesting a more gradual elevation in IOP, as may be seen in chronic pigmentary glaucoma.

The mechanism of chronic IOP elevation despite anatomically open angles in patients with PPDS is poorly understood, although IOP spikes after dilation or exercise are well-described. Histologic studies have shown that while trabecular endothelial cells have a substantial capacity for clearing pigment granules via phagocytosis,15 eyes with PPDS sustain trabecular cell loss and deposition of extracellular material under the inner wall of Schlemm’s canal with obliteration of the canal itself. These pathologic changes are more severe in eyes with frank pigmentary glaucoma, and are likely associated with a more chronic elevation in IOP.

Although both primary and secondary pigmentary dispersion can lead to elevated IOP and the development of pigmentary glaucoma, the majority of patients still do not progress.2,5–8 Richardson proposed that progression from pigmentary dispersion to pigmentary glaucoma occurred in two distinct stages.2,16,17 In the first, transient IOP elevations occur in response to acute obstruction of the TM by pigment granules.2,16,17 In this phase the damage is reversible, but over time Richardson purports that the TM endothelial cells become permanently altered by the ongoing pigment phagocytosis and separate from the connective tissue lamellae of the TM.2,16,17 The trabecular beams are then left bare and eventually degenerate, leading to increased outflow obstruction and the second, irreversible phase of pigmentary glaucoma.15–17 This proposed pathogenesis suggests that both the chronicity and severity of pigment dispersion contribute to the pathologic changes in the TM. The TM endothelium of an eye with PPDS already has a substantial burden of pigment to clear; as demonstrated in the above cases, the addition of another source of pigment dispersion may accelerate disease progression towards critical TM compromise and frank pigmentary glaucoma.
It remains unclear if patients with PPDS are somehow more prone to developing secondary pigment dispersion, but it is possible that they are more sensitive to the effects of increased pigment liberation due to an underlying compromised TM. Indeed, it is well-described that IOP spikes after routine laser peripheral iridotomy occur more commonly in patients with PPDS, perhaps due to an increased tendency for the iris to release pigment. However, some proportion of this IOP rise could conceivably be due to an increased pigment load on an already stressed TM endothelium. The concentration of pigment granules in the anterior chamber has also been shown to correlate with maximum IOP and visual field loss in eyes with PPDS. Although we did not quantify the pigment granules in the cases described above, it is likely that eyes with underlying PPDS with an acquired secondary mechanism of pigment dispersion have a higher pigment burden than eyes with PPDS alone. This is exemplified by the extensive iris atrophy described in case 1, and the presence of active pigmented cells in the anterior chamber in case 2.

Prior studies of the natural history of pigmentary glaucoma have shown a tendency for the disease to “burn out” with age. This is thought to be due to an increase in physiologic pupillary block, as the crystalline lens increases in its anterior–posterior diameter and displaces the peripheral iris forward and away from the zonules. There is also a decrease in accommodation with age that again may decrease iridozonular contact. However, the concept of a “burnt out” pigmentary glaucoma assumes that all of the pigment liberation is due to iridozonular contact alone, which is not the case in patients with secondary pigment dispersion, either in isolation or superimposed on PPDS. For example, despite age-related lens changes and a presumed decrease in accommodative tone, the patient in case 2 had ongoing pigment dispersion due to pigment shedding from an iris nevus. This underscores the importance of early intervention to either alleviate the cause of the secondary pigment dispersion or to aggressively control IOP.

In the two cases described above, patients with evidence of bilateral PPDS developed a secondary mechanism of pigment dispersion in one eye that went on to develop pigmentary glaucoma in an accelerated fashion. Since both patients presented to us after they had already developed pigmentary glaucoma in one eye, it is impossible to be sure that they did not have early glaucomatous optic neuropathy prior to developing secondary pigment dispersion. However, given the drastic asymmetry in both of these patients, it seems likely, if not probable, that the secondary pigment dispersion accelerated the course of their disease.

While the above cases still do not help predict which patients with PPDS will develop pigmentary glaucoma, we believe any patient with PPDS who acquires another
mechanism for increased pigment dispersion may be at a higher risk and should be monitored very closely for the development of pigmentary glaucoma.

Conclusion
Acquired secondary pigment dispersion in an eye with PPDS has not previously been described. The cases above illustrate that eyes with PPDS and superimposed secondary pigment dispersion may be at an increased risk for progression to pigmentary glaucoma, perhaps due to a further increase in pigment liberation and damage to the TM. When this particular clinical scenario is identified, we advise prompt action to either treat the cause of the secondary pigment dispersion or to achieve aggressive control of elevated IOP in order to prevent glaucoma progression.
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